Abstract*A phenomenological theory of gravitation is proposed\ based on a pre!relativistic approach to electromagnetism[ The general relativistic\ purely geometric\ spacetime conception is criticized[ Space itself is assumed to have physical substance[ This substance\ the ether\ manifests by its permeability[ Gravitational _elds do not curve space\ but rather distort the ether\ and so a}ect its permeability[ The permeability determines the speed of light\ which is varying as in a dielectric medium[ The theory is only in certain limits Lorentz invariant^the concept of a uniformly moving observer is likewise only approximate\ and so is the principle of equivalence[ Nonlinear _eld equations for the scalar gravitational _eld as well as the per! meability tensor of the ether are constructed in a way to _t the classical experiments on gravitation[ Estimates on the variation of the speed of light in our solar system are given[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved
In the general theory of relativity\ the Minkowski line element is replaced by a 3!dimensional pseudo!Riemannian one[ Gravitational forces manifest in the non!vanishing of the Riemannian curvature tensor[ The connection with the principle of special relativity "Lorentz invariance# is established by the introduction of locally geodesic coordinates\ so that the geodesic equations at any given point "t 9 \x 9 # reduce to d 1 x m :ds 1 9\ as in Minkowski space[ This is the mathematical setting for the principle of equivalence\ which asserts a local Minkowskian rest frame for every {freely falling| observer[ In the presence of gravitational _elds the line element can never be Minkowskian in a whole neighbourhood of "t 9 \x 9 #\ but Lorentz invariance is at least approxi! mately preserved in a small locally geodesic neighbourhood[ Locally\ the rest frames of geo! desically moving observers are still connected by "in_nitesimal# Lorentz boosts[ Lagrange func! tions and the resulting evolution equations are required to be invariant under general coordinate transformations on the 3!manifold "principle of general relativity#[ This 3!dimensional world\ on which our current understanding of cosmology and gravitation is based\ is criticized in this article\ and an approach to gravitation on the lines of the pre! relativistic electromagnetism of the 07th and 08th century ð4Ł is explored[ Clearly\ a theory of electromagnetism and gravitation must reproduce\ in certain limits\ the principle of special relativity[ One of the goals of this article is to specify these limits[ As for the principle of general relativity\ the hypothesis of a curved 3!dimensional spacetime world cannot be regarded as established[ The general theory of relativity is today\ some eighty years after its appearance\ still lacking far behind electrodynamics in two crucial aspects\ applicability and predictive power [ The quantitative observational and experimental evidence for general relativity is primarily based on the asymptotic Schwarzschild spacetime\ the general relativistic analog to Newton|s gravitational potential[ Cosmological solutions of Einstein|s equations do not really provide quantitative predictions\ e[g[ for red shifts\ since neither the evolution of the cosmic mass density and of the pressure\ nor the global structure of the 2!space are known[ In this paper\ we consider only local physical processes and assume space as Euclidean\ but the theory developed here can likewise be formulated in an expanding RobertsonÐWalker background geometry [ As for the Schwarzschild metric\ we have\ if we use Cartesian 2!space coordinates\ the line element
with r` km s :c 1 \ where k is Newton|s gravitational constant\ and m s is the mass of the gravi! tational source ð5Ł[ In eqn "0#\ only the orders in the asymptotic expansion that are experimentally accessible today are indicated[ The coe.cient −1r`in the _rst parenthesis follows from the non! relativistic limit "Kepler problem#[ The coe.cient 1r`in the second parenthesis can be determined by the de~ection of light rays by a gravitating body[ If this coe.cient is known\ the remaining coe.cient 1r 1 can be determined from planetary perihelion shifts[ In this article\ we develop a Euclidean theory of gravity based on a scalar gravitational _eld and a permeability tensor which characterises the physical substance of space\ the ether[ We construct _eld equations by means of a phenomenological _t to the classical experiments "peri! helion shift\ de~ection of light\ and gravitational red shift#[ This evidently is the antithesis to the general relativistic approach to gravity\ in which the _eld equations for the metric are derived from geometric principles[ We arrive at _eld equations which have a much simpler structure than Einstein|s\ though they remain nonlinear[ Contemporary relativity principles refer to the void\ the vacuum\ the uniformity of space\ but this kind of space is a mere geometric abstraction[ To the electricians of the 07th and 08th century space meant substance and structure[ Space was imagined as a medium*the ether\ the carrier of electromagnetic waves[ {Light is in the ether the same thing as sound in the air|\ as Euler stated[ At that time\ it was not imaginable that waves could propagate through the void[ The discovery that the speed of light is a universal constant "quantitative limits on this universality will be suggested in this article#\ and its explanation in terms of the principle of relativity\ did not really disprove that physical space has substance[ However\ it is clear that in this context one need not contemplate on that\ a purely geometric space conception turned out to be su.cient to describe electromagnetism and gravitation [ In the theory proposed here\ gravitation is described by a scalar potential\ like electromagnetism by a vector potential[ Electromagnetic and gravitational _elds propagate through the ether\ which manifests by its permeability\ see Sections 1 and 2[ In this article we do not assume any particular micro!structure of the ether\ it is macroscopically de_ned by a permeability tensor which a}ects electromagnetic and gravitational _elds as well as massive particles[ Space is regarded as 2!dimensional\ time as a parameter[ The Euclidean space geometry is not in~uenced by gravitational _elds\ which distort only the ether[ Perihelion shifts are generated by the scalar gravitational potential and the permeability tensor\ see Section 3[ Gravitating bodies distort the ether\ which leads to a variation of its permeability^the speed of light at a given point is then anisotropic[ By {speed of light|\ we mean the speed of a ray or the group velocity of electromagnetic waves propagating in the ether[ It must be distinguished from the vacuum speed of light\ which is asymptotically de_ned in the homogeneous cosmic ether[ Local gravitational _elds diminish the speed of light^the vacuum speed remains the upper limit for the speed of signal transfer\ at least as long as we do not consider particles with negative mass square "tachyons#[ Thus causality is preserved[ Remark[ Tachyons can be incorporated in this theory of gravity\ but one has to view them in the cosmic background geometry\ unless one is willing to accept causality violation ð6Ł[ In ð7\ 8Ł\ it was argued that the expanding galactic background provides a distinguished frame of reference in which superluminal signal transfer is strictly causal[ I take this opportunity to add that the concept of privileged coordinate frames in general relativity is also extensively discussed in ð09Ł[ Every mass point implies a distortion of the ether\ a variation of its permeability\ which destroys relativistic invariance[ The concept of uniform motion and\ in particular\ that of observers uniformly moving in the void ceases to exist[ The theory need not be Lorentz invariant\ because there are no uniformly moving observers to connect by Lorentz boosts[ Distortions of the ether generated by our solar system are very tiny[ Kepler ellipses are entirely due to the scalar gravitational _eld[ But the spatial variation of the ether contributes to perihelion shifts\ and likewise to the de~ection of light by gravitating bodies\ see Section 3[
In Section 4\ we de_ne the coupling of scalar _elds to the permeability tensor and the gravi! tational potential[ We derive the semiclassical limit\ the group velocity\ and the kinetic energy of quantum particles propagating in the ether[ The gravitational red shift is discussed\ and we determine the variation of the speed of light in the gravitational potential of the earth[ In Section 5\ we present our conclusions[
1[ PERMEABILITY
The permeability of physical space is quanti_ed by a symmetric positive de_nite tensor _eld g P i j "t\x#^the space geometry is Euclidean[ To formulate Maxwell|s equations in the familiar 3! tensor formalism\ we formally attach a time axis to Euclidean space\ and extend the Euclidean metric d i j to the Minkowski metric h mn diag "−0\0\0\0# "c 0#\ and g P i j to the 3!tensor`P mn with components`P 99 −0\`P i j g P i j and`P 9m 9[ We denote the inverse of`P mn by`P −0mn \ and its determinant by`P[ Greek indices run from 9 to 2\ Latin ones from 0 to 2[ Indices are pulled up and down with the Minkowski metric\ and on the Euclidean 2!space by d i j [ We de_ne the interaction of the electromagnetic _eld with the permeability tensor`P mn \ as in the case of a dielectric medium in Minkowski space ð00\ 01Ł\ by 
We may also write the _rst set of equations as
the _rst term here being the divergence of H mn with respect to`P mn [ The _eld eqns "2# are evidently gauge invariant\ and we may impose on the vector potentials the Lorentz condition A n \n 9 or\ equally well\
which is the divergence of A n constructed with`P mn [ In deriving the eikonal equation from "3# " j m 9#\ the gauge condition "4# is preferable to the Lorentz condition[ With the ansatz A m A ½ m exp"ic#\ one readily derives\ with the usual smallness assumptions\
We obtain the interaction of classical point particles with the permeability tensor by extending the eikonal equation to a HamiltonÐJacobi equation[ Writing S instead of c\ we de_nè
This is the usual HamiltonÐJacobi equation coupled to the electromagnetic 3!potentials on a manifold with metric`P mn [ In eqn "6#\ we have also indicated a coupling of the mass to a scalar potential 8"x\t#\ which is the gravitational _eld in this theory[ We will specify the shape of the functional G"8# in eqn "04#[ Equation "6# can be derived from the Lagrange function
In the limit of vanishing gravitational _eld\ we assume that G"8#:0 and g
In a cosmological context we actually have`P 99 h 1 "t#:h"t# and g P i j :b 1 "t#d i j for 8:9[ The scale factors h"t# and b"t# depend on cosmic time\ and are otherwise quite analogous to the expansion factor in RobertsonÐWalker cosmology[ In local problems\ if the cosmic time variation may be neglected\ these factors can be scaled into the constants of nature ð03\ 04Ł[ To connect with the 2!dimensional formalism of electrodynamics in a dielectric medium\ one de_nes "see e[g[ ð00\ 01Ł# 2!vectors of electric and magnetic _eld strengths and displacements as
Note that E i \ B i \ D i \ and H i are 2!vectors\ whereas F mn and H mn are components of 3!tensors[ We have the material relations
where g P−0mn and g P denote the inverse and the determinant of g P mn \ respectively[ The analogue to the electric permeability tensor is e mn ] g P−0mn \ and m
and Maxwell|s eqn "2# read "with r]
By analogy with a dielectric medium\ the energy!momentum tensor is de_ned as
We then have as positive de_nite energy density T 9
2[ EVOLUTION EQUATIONS FOR THE SCALAR GRAVITATIONAL FIELD AND THE PERMEABILITY TENSOR
In Section 1\ we obtained the Lagrange function for the electromagnetic _eld and its coupling to the permeability tensor\ just by replacing the inverse spacetime metric h mn by the inverse permeability tensor`P −0mn \ see eqn "1#[ By this analogy\ the most straightforward ansatz for the Lagrange function of the scalar gravitational _eld 8 is L½8 \m 8 \n`P −0mn [ As a Lagrange function for the permeability tensor`P mn one may try L½8`P kl\m`P
−0kl
\n`P −0mn [ This is of course just a guess\ and it remains to show that it works[ We start with the Lagrangian
\t −8 \m 8 \n g P−0mn ¦j8g
\n g P−0mn #\ where j is a dimensionless constant and g P kl denotes the Euclidean permeability tensor as de_ned at the beginning of Section 1[ "`P kl is just a formal extension of g 
which de_nes the interaction of 8 with massive particles^8 must be positive[ We do not have a derivation of the Lagrangian "03# and the coupling "04# from {_rst principles|\ but they lead to the right experimental results\ and to a self!consistent theory^also see Remark 3 at the end of this section[ From eqn "03#\ we obtain the _eld equations for the gravitational potential 8"t\x# and the permeability tensor g P mn "t\x# in Cartesian coordinates as −8 \t\t ¦g P−0kl 8 \k\l ¦g P−0kl
Here time is a parameter\ not a dimension^8 and g the r 1 stemming from the volume element in the action[ From the _eld eqn "05# and eqn "06# or the Euler equations derived from "10#\ we obtain three relations among the coe.cients a i \ b and g\ namely
We regard a 0 as integration constant and write a 0 2r`^r`will be identi_ed as the gravitational radius of the source[ With eqn "07#\ eqn "19# and eqn "11#\ we obtain
If we use these expressions in the Lagrangian "7#\ we recover for r` m s k:c 1 the Newtonian limit\ and for j −2:39 the Einsteinian results for the de~ection of light and perihelion shifts\ see Section 3[ Remark 0[ To obtain the potentials in the region r¼r`\ the exact _eld eqns "05# and "06# have to be integrated with the asymptotic solution "07# to "19# and "11# as boundary condition[ I expect that a singularity will appear in this region^for example\ g Remark 3[ My initial motivation for Lagrangian "03# was taken from ð02Ł\ where Lagrangians for linear gravitational waves are constructed "in a general relativistic cosmology#\ which are consistent with the gauge conditions usually imposed on linear gravitational waves[ Because of the gauge condition`9 n 9 on the spacetime metric\ it is tempting to substitute for`9 9 a scalar _eld 8 containing the Newtonian potential\ and to regard the 2!metric`m n as permeability tensor in Euclidean space[ Lagrangian "03# is much simpler structured than the Lagrangians considered in ð02Ł^it seems to be the simplest choice to be found that leads to Euler equations which determine the _elds uniquely "see Remark 1#\ and gives rise to the right perihelion shift[ If one starts with Lagrangian "03#\ then the indicated terms of the power series expansion in eqn "04# are essential to match the experimental results for perihelion shifts and de~ection angles[ The tanh 8 0:1 in eqn "04# is an extrapolation based on these terms[ Remark 4[ In eqn "03#\ we did not include source terms\ e[g[ the Lagrangians "1# or "24#[ In this paper\ we study the potential of a static point mass m s [ The gravitational constant as well as m s enter in the solution of eqns "05# and "06# via asymptotic boundary conditions^the potential 8 must produce Kepler ellipses\ see eqn "21#[
3[ CLASSICAL PARTICLES IN THE ETHER
In Section 1\ we have already introduced the Lagrange function for classical point particles interacting with the scalar gravitational potential and the permeability tensor[ If we choose the curve parameter s so that G 1 "8#`P mn x ¾ m x ¾ n −0\ we readily obtain from eqn "7# the equations of motion
Introducing time as curve parameter\
where x? i ] dx i :dt\ we may write the action leading to eqn "14# in 2!dimensional form\ S ÐL"t#dt\ with
If the _elds 8 and g P i j are time independent\ and in the absence of electromagnetic forces\ we obtain from the a 9 component of the Lagrange eqn "14# the conservation law dE:dt 9\ where
The kinetic energy in the ether we extract from the total energy as E kin EG −0 "8#[ From the eikonal eqn "5#\ we have for light rays g 
where
We have indicated here only the orders needed to calculate the perihelion shift and the de~ection of light\ and we depart from now on from the convention c 0[ "Note that r`is an integration constant\ see eqn "11#\ and j is the dimensionless constant in the Lagrangian "03#[# The HamiltonÐ Jacobi equation reads as
are the respective diagonal components of the inverse of1 mn [ With the ansatz S "−mc 1 ¦E#t¦Mc¦S"r#\ we obtain from eqns "18# and "20#
The Kepler ellipses are recovered if we put r` m s k:c 1 in eqns "29#[ From eqns "21# and "29#\ we can read o} the perihelion shift ð5Ł 
4[ ETHER AND WAVE MECHANICS
From the HamiltonÐJacobi eqn "6#\ it is clear how to choose the Lagrange function for the corresponding scalar quantum _eld "c 2 0\ A m 9#\
The wave equation derived from eqn "24# reads
We study this equation in the central potentials "12#\ "13#[ For spherically symmetric wave solutions we use in eqn "25# the ansatz c exp"−ivt#c ¼ "r#\ and so obtain\ to the accuracy indicated in eqn "19#\
With eqns "19#\ "11# and "12#\ we have asymptotically
The m 1 term in k ½ "r# stems from G 1 "8#\ the j term from b"r# and c"r# in g P i j^k is the usual spectral parameter[ For the radial group velocity\ we readily obtain
The corresponding classical problem of radial motion in the potential "12#\ "13# is de_ned\ see eqn "7#\ by the Lagrangian
Integrals of motion are L 1 0 and mG 1 "8#t ¾ E[ The integration constant E is just the total energy as de_ned in eqn "17#[ The radial velocity reads y =r ¾:t ¾= "0¦b"r#¦c"r## −0:
If we identify the parameters k and E as E zk 1 ¦m 1 \ we see that y coincides\ for k: \ with the group velocity "28#[ If we drop the mass terms in eqns "28# and "30#\ we obtain the speed of light in the ether\ In gravitational _elds the speed of light is varying due to distortions of the ether[ Gravitational _elds always generate distortions and so prevent uniform motion\ though the deviations from uniform motion are very small if generated by _elds presently accessible to us[ The notion of a freely falling observer is approximate\ but the equivalence of gravitating and inertial mass holds\ since in the absence of electromagnetic _elds the mass drops out in the equations of motion[ Su.ciently far away from gravitational sources\ Lorentz boosts can be de_ned by means of the speed of light in the homogeneous cosmic ether[ The universality of the speed of light and the equivalence principle are recovered in this limit\ but otherwise these principles are only idealizations based on a purely geometric spacetime view[ The cosmological consequences of this ether theory\ in particular the impact of the ether on the cosmological red!shift and on the variation of the constants of nature in cosmic time are studied in ð03\ 04Ł[ Research on cosmic chaos as outlined in ð6Ł is further pursued in ð05\ 06Ł[
